
Fight virus with soap, 
until all bubbles pop !

Please print the two following pages for as many people as you wish to participate at home. 

Today you will need paper, colours or markers, a plate, liquid dishwasher, and black pepper. 
We will see how soap helps us fight germs. This experiment allows us to understand the importance of washing our 
hands, and to keep them clean at all times. The physical explanation is water’s surface tension. And virus being 
hydrophobic -they don’t like water- just adapts perfectly to the way the experiment goes.

The second part of our challenge is the colouring activity, that shows us a bit of germs and viruses. Please don’t get 
scared! We are fully prepared to fight them! Once you finish colouring, please draw a bubble around them, so we 
are sure they will go once the bubble pops :)

Enjoy this activity of our #creativeindoorchallenge with your family! Remember we need someone to help us 
manipulate the pepper and the liquid dishsoap. Let’s be careful and have fun together!

Please remember to follow us on instagram @ourboxparties so we can continue making activities for you! And to tag 
us and use the hashtag #creativeindoorchallenge so we can see your beautiful activities! (If we can’t follow you, we 
won’t be able so see your posts!!!

Share this challenge with your friends, family, neighbours, and teachers!
We can be creative and fun while being indoors, and enjoy this beautiful time together!

day 6
Welcome to the sixth challenge of our #creativeindoorchallenge !!!
Today, we are fighting all the viruses with soap, while we learn how 
soap works effectively through a very cool experiment !

Stay safe, remember to wash your hands, and enjoy being creative!!!

www.instagram.com/ourboxparties


day 6: Fight virus with soap, until all bubbles pop!
Follow the instructions to make this cool experiment! An adult must help us 
manipulate the black pepper and the soap. You will also need a plate or bowl, 
and then a paper sheet and colours. 

1. Get an empty plate 
and place it on a table.

2. Add some water 
to it, until you see it 

a bit full.

3. Add black pepper to the water, 
making sure it looks “dirty” 

enough. Pepper represents the 
germs. Careful! You may sneeze!

5. Add a bit of soap to 
the tip of your finger. 

Let’s see what happens 
now on the plate!

6. Did you seee that???!!! 
Wow! All germs got scared of 

the soap, they’re hydrophobic! 
Congratulations on fighting 

germs with soap today!!!

4. Touch the “dirty” water 
with the tip of your finger. 

You will see some “germs” 
stay in your finger. We 

need soap!



Pirate Virus and his friends
enjoy being little dirty germs,
but washing our hands with soap and water
will make them pop and go away!


